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Inclusive Practice HANDBOOK

‘inclusive practice is not only right but also highly effective ... effective pedagogy for disabled students is
effective pedagogy for all students’ (Adams & Brown, 2006:187)
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The Social Model of Disability has been gaining in popularity since its introduction in the mid-1970s. For
example, access has been created for wheelchair users in public buildings, universities, restaurants and
on buses and trains. There is still a long way to go, however, before it fully replaces the earlier Medical
Model of Disability and social justice is achieved for all those with disabilities.
This handbook is designed to support all staff at UCA to fulfil the aspirations for fairness and justice that
the Social Model represents and to meet our legal obligations under the Equality Act 2010.

MODELS OF DISABILITY
The two main models for responding to disability are the Medical and the Social models.
Medical Model.
The Medical Model of disability sees disability as a defect that must be cured or eliminated. Control lies
with the medical profession.
It has been called the ‘individual model’ as it focuses on the individual’s response to impairment.
The Social Model.
The Social Model is based on the belief that people are disabled by society, rather than their
impairments. It has grown out of a movement by disabled people to challenge the social injustice of their
marginalization, where, for example, they may be excluded from buildings, from transport systems and
education. This model puts the emphasis on society (and education) to remove injustice.
Neurodiversity.
Neurodiversity is the idea that neurological differences like dyslexia and ADHD are the result of normal,
natural variation in the human brains and mind.
Further thoughts
… In our view, it is society which disables physically impaired people. Disability is something
imposed on top of our impairments by the way we are unnecessarily isolated and excluded from
full participation in society. Disabled people are therefore an oppressed group in society.
(Oliver, 1996: 22, an edited version from UPIAS document Fundamental principles of disability).
Deafness is not pathological, but merely another way of being normal, or possibly even a way of
being better than normal, [some] claim. Despite such assertions, however, much of the hearing
world remains unconvinced, and continues to think of deafness in negative terms.
(Cooper, 2007).
We would argue that dyslexia is an experience that arises out of natural human diversity on
the one hand and a world on the other where the early learning of literacy, and good personal
organisation and working memory is mistakenly used as a mark of ‘intelligence’. The problem here
is seeing difference incorrectly as ‘deficit’ (Cooper, 2006: 24).
Bibliography
Cooper, R. (2006) ‘A social model of dyslexia’ In: Language Issues, 18:2 pp.24-26
Cooper, R. (2007) ‘Can it be a good thing to be deaf?’ In: Journal of Medical Philosophy 32 (6): 563-83
Cooper, R. (2009) ‘Dyslexia’ in Pollak, D. (ed.) Neurodiversity In Higher Education: positive responses to
specific learning differences Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, pp.63-89
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Comparing the medical and social models of disability

.

Medical model

Social model

Person is faulty

Person is valued

Diagnosis

Strengths and needs defined by self and others

Labelling

Identify barriers and develop solutions

Impairment becomes focus of attention

Outcomes-based programmes designed

Assessment, monitoring

Resources made available

Segregation and alternative services

Training for carers and professionals

Ordinary needs put on hold

Relationships nurtured

Re-entry if ‘normal’ enough or permanent
exclusion

Diversity welcomed; person is welcomed

Society remains unchanged

Society evolves
From: Rieser (2001: 139).

The medical model for disability positions people as different in some way and in need of support to make
them less different. This includes speakers of English as an additional language with different linguistic
skills. The social model positions diversity and difference as normal. Such a position (supported by the
Equality Act 2010) requires that diversity is assumed and that all interactions are designed from this
inclusive stance. As the medical model has been the primary approach at Universities, many may need
help to shift their practices to be more inclusive.
Bibliography
Rieser, R. (2001) ‘The Struggle for Inclusion: the growth of a movement’ in Barton, L. (ed.) Disability,
Politics and Struggle for Change, London: David Fulton
Rieser, R. and Mason, M. (1992, rev. edn) Disability Equality in the Classroom: a human rights issue,
London, Disability Equality in Education
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BUILDING AN INCLUSIVE PRACTICE
Inclusivity is a way of ensuring that all students on a course can gain maximum benefit from opportunities
to learn, irrespective of background. It incorporates the legal requirements of the Equality Act 2010,
together with accepted good practice. Inclusivity covers both what people learn and how they learn.
Every aspect of learning and teaching should have inclusivity at its core.
The nine protected characteristics under the Equality Act 2010 are:

n age;

n race;

n disability;

n religion and belief;

n gender reassignment;

n sex;

n marriage and civil partnership;

n sexual orientation.

n pregnancy and maternity;
Government funding for disabled students has undergone review, and significant cuts have been made to
some of the funds universities were receiving. Learning support assistance is no longer funded, which is
impacting on, for example, studio assistance, note-taking, help in keeping students on task and assisting
in understanding. The government believes the cost of one-to-one support can be reduced – or even
eliminated – if universities create a more inclusive environment for their students.
At the same time, the student population has been changing as society has become more diverse and as a
result of the UK’s success in attracting international students. Their needs must be met under the Equality
Act and UCA’s commitment to inclusive practice.
Among the benefits for you when your teaching is fully inclusive are:
Students are more likely to be successful in your classes if you are creating activities that are relevant to
their different backgrounds, cultures, abilities and learning styles.
They are more likely to engage with the ideas that you are offering – students connect with ideas and
materials that are relevant to them – and to be comfortable developing ideas and asking questions in class.
You are therefore likely to spend less time doing one-to-one work or in email correspondence with
struggling students.
This booklet sets out the ways to become more inclusive in your practice and to meet your legal
obligations under the Equality Act.

WORKSHOP PRACTICE Small group teaching and technical workshops
Pre-Session

Review your session plan. There is no reason why most practical sessions should not be accessible
to disabled students. Specific adjustments may need to be made to meet the needs of particular
individuals. Think about how your sessions might work in practice, pre-empt adjustments that might
make the planned exercises more accessible. If unsure, contact your local Learning Support Manager
for specialist advice.
Draft Version 3 January 2017
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If running a demonstration/induction, ensure this includes learner activity and participation. Verbal
delivery from the tutor/technician should be broken up and interspersed with learner activity to
reinforce learning and maintain attention.
Arrive early, set out the room furniture, equipment, consumables, check the AV works, web
connections are functioning, logging machines into the IT systems well before students arrive.
Enable any assistive technologies that have been requested in advance. Upload any learning
materials (handouts, Prezi, PPT, etc.) used in the session to MyUCA.
Ensure the studio/workshop is accessible, exits should be well signposted and unobstructed. Visual
evacuation beacons should be in clear view. If any accessible furniture is present (such as adjustable
height desks) ensure that it is used by those who gain the most benefit.
If you are teaching in an unfamiliar space, familiarise yourself with the location of the nearest toilets
(including gender neutral and those with disability provisions).
Liaise with the relevant Course Leader to ensure that you are aware of any disabilities/allergies/
conditions that may affect the delivery of your session (and if these require the control measures
of your risk assessment to be revisited). You must also ensure that you are clear on the emergency
evacuation arrangements for learners with sensory or mobility impairments. These are described
within PEEPs (Personal Emergency Evacuation Plans). Be confident and clear that you can implement
any pre-arranged evacuation plan (such as operating evac chairs). You should also be clear if the
escape routes include refuges and how to use them. If not, speak up.

In-Session

Introduce the session, describe the context (and any helpful content on MyUCA), state the aims,
objectives and learning outcomes. Stick to your plan, and start on time. Punctuality is important
to all learners, but particularly those within the Autism scale. State the scheduled break times and
durations clearly (though also acknowledge that it is fine to leave the room at any point if a break is
needed). Identify an accessible place for refreshments at break time, e.g. the SU at Farnham has a
wheel chair lift.
When delivering content, be clear, speak forward facing to your audience with your mouth
unobscured to ensure ease of lip reading. Avoid irony or confusing humour, which can be
challenging for learners with Autism or Asperger’s. When writing on a flip chart, use lower case with
ascenders and descenders. Capital letters are harder to read for students with visual and cognitive
impairments. Ensure learning materials are equally clear.
If a learner has an unfamiliar ‘non-UK’ name, it is important to pronounce it as well as possible
(rather than mess it up, or avoid using it). It is fine to ask for guidance from the person while you
learn an unfamiliar name. A lazy approach to such a personal issue sets a poor tone for a course
and does not send a signal of value to the individual. The initial introduction and register is the first
opportunity to get this right.
When using visual examples to support your teaching, take care to draw from a diverse range of
sources and artists to promote diverse role models.

Closing the session

Review the session outcomes with participants to recap and extract the most salient points. Allow
time and opportunity to revisit areas and re-explain problematic points in a different way.
If possible, remain in the teaching space until everyone has left. This represents a further
opportunity to disclose a disability.
Reflect and amend your session plan based on your experience.
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Why?

Being early and organised makes for a calmer and more enjoyable session for you and your
students. Like break times, this provides a window of time where a student may choose to disclose a
disability (such as a hearing or sight impairment – which can be mitigated by simply sitting closer to
the tutor/projection/equipment). If a student chooses to disclose a disability, you should arrange for
a private discussion about the kind of support that the learner requires.
Consider the timing of your activities – lethargy can creep in for all learners straight after lunch and
towards the end of the day. Changing the level of physical activity is possibly the easiest way of
changing pace and holding interest.
Assistive technologies are frequently used in IT teaching and software workshops. Wacom tablets
and tracker balls are the most common, which are useful for a range of impairments, including
learners with carpal tunnel issues, motor skills, limited mobility, students recovering from a stroke,
Parkinson’s disease and almost everyone else, including left handed learners who also benefit from
Wacom over mouse (UCA mice are secured on the right hand side of macs). Allow students to use
their own laptops if they have their own assistive technologies.
Being able to leave the room quietly is beneficial to those requiring bathroom breaks but also
reassuring for learners with anxiety issues such as panic attacks and stress related disorders. Ability
to leave is also important for diabetics who may need to inject, breast feeding mothers and students
whose religion requires them to pray at specific times.
Examples of high-quality work sourced from diverse artists is considered good practice that is
proven to raise the aspirations of non-traditional student groups.
It is not intended for a session to feel like it is been designed with inclusivity issues at the
forefront. Your session just needs to flow well and work for all participants having embedded many
foreseeable adjustments at the design stage.
Bibliography
Adams, M. and Brown, S. (eds) (2006) Towards Inclusive Learning in Higher Education: developing
curricula for disabled students London: Routledge
Armitage, A. et al. (2007) Teaching and Training in Post-Compulsory Education 3rd edn. Maidenhead:
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Equality Challenge Unit (2010) Equality Act 2010: implications for colleges and HEIs
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Moon, J. A. (2004) A Handbook of Reflective and Experiential Learning: teaching and practice
London: RoutledgeFalmer
Ramsden, P. (2003) Learning to Teach in Higher Education 2nd edn London: RoutledgeFalmer
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A TALE OF TWO WORKSHOPS
I am a Technical Tutor for moving image and deploy this skill as a central resource, without alignment to
any one course. My remit is to deliver a procedural appreciation of editing software. The programme will
run for several weeks with a step-by-step approach that will deepen learning at each weekly workshop.
The aim is to introduce and demystify new tools so that, over the sessions, students will learn to
successfully edit their videos.
There are 20 names on the list; 2nd year undergraduate students who need to make short promotional
videos, but will likely have no previous experience as filmmakers.
“Good MORNING’ I say with energy, hoping to
convey that something is about to begin.

“QUIET please,” I say loudly and with authority.

We are in an IT suite and 17 students have each claimed a chair and computer. Some have logged in, others
still tap at their phones, one wears headphones, and about half have yet to remove their outdoor coats.
I wait for their attention to turn to me. There is a ripple of hush that moves across the room, making the
rest of us very aware of the pair whose conversation persists. I move towards them.
It’s my intention not to chastise, but to include.

It’s my intention to affirm my authority.

I don’t know them, and so it’s important to set the right tone from the outset.
I aim to establish an atmosphere of mutual
respect, in which we work together to advance
learning.

I need to establish discipline in a way that
suppresses the chance of further disruption.

It’s possible their conversation is important, that their distraction is legitimate due to reasons of which I’m
unaware, or simply that the intensity of their discussion caused them not to hear.
In giving them the benefit of the doubt, I
demonstrate respect, whilst letting them know
that their attention is now required.

In giving them a warning, I demonstrate that I
consider them disrespectful, and won’t tolerate it.

Being respectful will encourage students to
contribute when invited.

Being authoritarian will discourage students from
contributing unless invited.

They apologize and explain that they were discussing the timetable because they were uncertain about
whether they were in the right session. It turns out that one of them is hard of hearing.
I’m grateful for my strategy to respect and include,
because it doesn’t require her to declare her
difficulty.

She should have declared her difficulty. I can’t
be expected to support conditions of which I’m
unaware.

I use their question about the timetable as a catalyst to clarify the schedule for the group.
If confusion exists for one it probably exists for others who may be less confident about speaking up
and asking for clarification. Establishing a clear horizon, by mapping out the big picture up front, helps
everyone to navigate the journey to come.
I’m aware of the importance of managing the expectations of students but to do this I have to first find out
what they are.
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I ask the student wearing headphones what he thought this and the subsequent sessions are about.
It’s not my intention to embarrass, but to invite
engagement by offering a stake in defining the
session. I’m also testing to see if he was listening,
or whether the headphones are disruptive.

A little embarrassment lets him know I’ve noticed
and am in control.

It turned out later that background music helps with his anxiety.
Knowing this, we have negotiated when it is
appropriate to wear the headphones.

He should have declared this. I can’t be expected
to support conditions of which I’m unaware.

I am aware that a significant number of students will have dyslexia, whether they know it or not, and for
many English is a second language.
I ask whether anyone has found the resources,
which I uploaded to myUCA in advance of the
session.

I don’t upload anything in advance because I
worry it will deter them from attending.

The option to familiarize themselves with the
subject before the session may diminish the
potential for language to become a barrier to
learning.

It is the students’ responsibility to seek support
from Student Services. They must rise to the
required level.

It’s such a small adjustment, but saves me a lot of
time in class.

I don’t have the time to make adjustments to
meet their need.

We move onto the software.
I think it likely that they will be familiar with other
programs belonging to the Adobe Creative Suite
but to test this assumption I ask if they know to
which software suite this package belongs.

I’m only here to teach the editing package, so I tell
them where to find it.

I ask if anyone has used this software before to
assess the level at which I should work.

I assume that they are all beginners to level the
field.

We’ve all opened the software and are ready to begin. I ask if they can all see and hear.
I ask about their experience of film making.
Silence. Shaking heads.
“Who has used a phone camera webcam,
Snapchat, Facebook, WhatsApp and a host of
other video creation tools?” I ask, reminding them
that they could probably all consider themselves
filmmakers, at least on some level.

Draft Version 3 January 2017
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I hope this small perceptive shift will encourage
them to think of themselves as not entirely new
to this. Sowing that seed now should help their
confidence and support them to develop the skill.

At least this way my status as expert is confirmed
relative to their inexperience.

By now, they’ve all removed their outdoor coats.

“Is it still cold in here?” I ask, because several of
them seem to have sunk further into their jackets.

Someone scuttles in late.
I encourage the group to relay to the latecomer
what has been resolved about the purpose of the
session. This is an opportunity to check what has
been understood so far, and for its repetition to
further consolidate this learning for all.

I tell the latecomer that she will have to wait until
a break for me to catch her up.

It turns out that she has dyspraxia and planning her attendance had been stressful.
I am grateful not to have unnecessarily
compounded the stress she was under.

Education is stressful, as is industry, and she will
need to develop strategies to cope.

I’d like to think that in education we can be
progressive agents of change, not models of
outdated industry practices.

We are educating for employment, so must
replicate even the bad practices found in the
world of work.

I ask them what we mean by ‘sequence’.

I tell them what sequence means.

The latecomer volunteers an answer and, with a
little prompting, a few others build on the idea.

One asks how to spell it. They’ve all taken out note
pads and begin feverishly to scribble.

Receiving a glossary of new terms in advance has
helped several of them get ahead of the curve. It’s
clear that this is useful regardless of dyslexia and
English proficiency.

This doesn’t require any writing, they just need
to listen and follow what I do. I realize that I may
need to reduce the ambition of the session.

A sequence is a set of related events that follow each other in a particular order. It is the goal of an edit. I
use straightforward language to describe it because there is no need to make it any more complicated. I
am aware that I sometimes drift into using jargon and don’t always remember to check whether students
understand. I am making a conscious effort to make this session accessible to all students irrespective of
their level of literacy.

10
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Some of them are searching for a definition on
their phones. I encourage this when appropriate
because there is no need to fight the technologies
with which they are familiar and from which they
are accustomed to learning.

I instruct them all to turn their phones off and put
them away, it is very draining to have to compete
with handheld devices for student attention.

I remind them that this definition is in the notes
I loaded pre-session onto myUCA and encourage
them to compare this with the definitions they
located.
I can see that a visual aid might help. The use of video will helpfully break up the talking and shift gear to
maintain interest.
I ask someone to tell me the last film they saw.

I try to think of an example.

When using examples, I try to ensure relevance
to the student experience, and to maintain their
stake in the proceedings.

I am aware that several of the students are
International, but Western cinema is fairly
pervasive.

It’s time for a break. Regular breaks can aid concentration during the session. Even a short break can be
reviving, just moving around is helpful. Those who need to take medication or eat at regular intervals can
do so. Visits to the loo for whatever reason can be discreet; not visible to all.
I suggest that they use the break to discuss films
they’ve seen recently and ask them to select an
example to watch on return.

I am gasping for a coffee, but have to catch up the
latecomer and find an example to show after the
break.

After the break there is renewed energy and I can
tell that their investment in the session is growing.

After the break, my energy is low and I am already
watching the clock for the end of the session.

We watch an example of an Indian film with which
I’m not familiar, but the students seem enthused
and I’m learning from them.

I show a clip from my favourite film, which cheers
me up a bit, but the students remain impassive.

After the screening and discussing some examples, we proceed to engage with the software.
One of the students is packing away his things and getting ready to go.
He gestures his thanks on his way out the door.
I am grateful that I always make myself available
ahead of the session, and that we had the
opportunity to discuss his need to leave early.

I tell him pointedly, and in front of the whole class,
that the session is yet to conclude.
He should have declared his need to leave, I’m not
a mind reader.

As the workshop develops, the students follow my example to create their own edits.
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I ask them to buddy up so that they can help each
I ask them to work in silence because I can’t
other out if necessary. I find that by working in
be heard over chatter and need to shout to get
pairs (or small groups if appropriate) they can often attention.
problem solve without needing to ask me. This frees
me up to work equally across the group without
leaving lots of students waiting for my attention.
If I need to intervene for the group, I raise my
hand, and the silence is infectious.

If they have a problem, they can raise their hand.

Just asking ‘are there any questions?’ often results in silence or questions from a few with the rest already
sloping off. I have learned not to do this anymore.
I always end 10 minutes early to allow for a closing
discussion and have ample time to resolve any
outstanding concerns, whilst making links to the
next session.

I ask if there are any questions, while some are
already sloping off. No one asks anything so I can
assume all is understood. However, several stay
behind, not confident of speaking up in front of
others.

I ask them lots of questions at the end of the
session as a way of re-capping the key points. This
way I can assess what they have learnt as well
as evaluate the effectiveness of my session. The
answers have the multiple benefit of informing
those who didn’t know, and confirming for those
who did.

We’re out of time and I am kept late.

My desired outcomes were that learners would be able to:
n Identify Adobe Premiere Pro and
describe its purpose

n Import video in order to begin an edit

n Navigate the workspace and use the
tools

n Create a basic sequence

I have every confidence that these outcomes have
been successfully met.

I have little confidence that these outcomes have
been met.

This is a great group of students.

This is a difficult group of students.

I’m delighted to see so much engagement; they’re
a really enthusiastic group. I tell them so and that
I am looking forward to working with them again
next week.

I receive several emails seeking clarifications in
the following days. The first twenty minutes of the
following session are spent recapping what had
not been understood in the previous session.
I don’t have time to upload notes in advance, even
if I wanted to.
Mike Rymer, Technician
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USING DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES
Computers, digital devices and the Internet offer many ways to make your teaching and supporting
learning practice more inclusive. However, it is important to bear in mind that these technologies
can also create additional barriers to learning. It is therefore important to make conscious, informed
decisions regarding the use of any digital technology with your students.

Pre-Session
Action.

First, ask yourself whether it is really necessary to use digital technology to accomplish a task. If you
or your students can complete the task without using digital technology then give all students the
option, as this will remove potential barriers to learning.
If you do want to use technology, ask yourself what aspect of students’ learning you are attempting
to enhance and identify appropriate technologies. For example:

n Presenting information: you might use Powerpoint, Prezi, video, images, audio,
web pages etc. Try to use a range of approaches during a session as this will provide
different ways for students to engage with the content.

n Group work: you might consider using Google+, Edmodo, Prezi, Facebook, Twitter,
Pinterest, group blogs etc. to enhance students’ ability to collaborate.

n Managing information: you could encourage students to use Evernote, RefMe, Diigo,
Zotero, Google Drive etc. to help them manage their work more effectively.

n Assessment: you might suggest that students submit their work for assessment as a
video, Powerpoint with voiceover, essay, blog etc. to provide a range of ways for them
to evidence their learning.

n Feedback: you could try using blogs to provide formative feedback, or use the voice
recording feature in Grademark to provide a short audio commentary on students’
work.
Importantly, you should ideally be confident with the technology that you intend to use. You don’t
have to be a master, but you should be able to answer basic questions from your students. If you
want to explore a particular technology, meet with your Learning Technologist before the session so
that you can ask questions to help you build your confidence.
Very importantly, ask yourself whether all students will be able to access and use a specific
technology. Determine whether the technology presents additional difficulties for students with
specific learning difficulties. Check whether the technology can be accessed from both Macs and
PCs, and if not whether it is available to students from the UCA Library.
It is also a good idea to have a back-up plan in case the technology doesn’t work in your session. For
example, what will you do if students cannot connect to the Internet? You might consider printing
off some key discussion questions relating to the topic so that the session can still continue if
disaster strikes.
Lastly, it is advisable to try and get into your allocated teaching space at least 15 minutes early so
that you can set up the technologies you are using. This might just be a projector, or it might involve
you logging in to various applications. If you intend to ask students to use computers, use this time
to switch on all the computers as they can often take a while to start.
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One more thing – if possible, make sure you have a number of the person to call if you can’t get
things to work. The UCA Technicians are usually able to respond within a few minutes, so keep their
number handy so you can call if you need urgent assistance.

In-Session

During the session, make sure that technology is not getting in the way of students’ learning. This
can occur both through practical difficulties and through unnecessary distractions.
Action.
Circulate the room and check that all students are able to use the designated technology to
accomplish the task. Resolve any problems quickly so that they can continue, or if the problem
appears terminal (e.g. a computer won’t work or they can’t log in) ask the student to work with
another student or group.
While you are circulating the room, make sure that students are not using technology for things
not related to the task. Many students find it difficult to resist the urge to check social media, but
this will distract them from learning. If you notice that students’ attention is starting to wander, use
strategies to refocus their attention such as asking them to summarise what they have learned or
setting them a new task.
You might also consider ways of enabling students to use their personal technologies to contribute
to the session. For example, you could ask them to work in small groups and use their phones or
laptops to look up a range of perspectives on a given topic.

Post-Session

Depending on the technology you are using, your students may be grappling with it after the taught
session has ended. This is often the case with group activities involving blogs or other collaborative
tools.
Action.
Make sure that your students know what you expect them to use the technology for during their
self-directed learning time. Provide clear instructions and examples.
Make sure your students know what they can expect from you in terms of online engagement.
For example, if you are asking them to use blogs give them an indication of how often you will be
looking at their blogs, and whether you will be using them to provide feedback.
Make sure your students know who to contact if they have a technical difficulty. This may be you,
your Learning Technologist, a member of the Technical team, or the IT Services team.

Bibliography
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HANDBOOK / UNIT BRIEF
These are sometimes visually and linguistically complex, open to misinterpretation and stress/anxiety;
reading heavy; centred on a white western core culture.
They may not support the needs of those with learning difficulties (SpLDs), international students (IS) or
widening participation (WP) students.
Action.

n Simplify.
n Consider words that might have culturally diverse meanings; either replace or include in a
glossary. You may find ‘The A to Z of Alternative Words’ guide useful (www.plainenglish.co.uk).

n Design against the British Dyslexia Association style guide (www.bdadyslexia.org.uk).
n Place text near relevant pictures or diagrams.
n Check ‘readability’ score (https://readability-score.com).
n Check that the reading list is (a) graded for importance, (b) key chapters are indicated,
(c) as many texts as possible can be read on line.

n Consider alternatives to reading, e.g. online resources including film and video.
n Check images and texts are culturally diverse, e.g. are LGBT people, a range of ages and
global cultures represented. It may be useful to think about the nine protected characteristics of
the Equality Act (2010).

n Use tinted paper. (Cream, buff, grey are recommended.)

PLANNING
Time.
Students may find difficulty planning their time effectively against a unit brief. Students with dyspraxia, in
particular, can find planning/time management very stressful and, like those on the autism spectrum, can
become so stressed they can do nothing.
Action.
Set formative deadlines that will help with time management.
Introduce a variety of diagrams to suit different thinking styles/strengths, e.g. Kohl, Venn, apps such as
Google, Edmodo (which is familiar in that it is styled like Facebook).
Free mind map apps include: Simple mind; Free mind.
Free linear planning apps include: Evernote; S-planner Samsung (specific to Samsung users only); Sony
Planner (specific to Sony users only); Wunderlist; Ishould (30 day free trail); Task Coach; IPhone Calendar
(specific to IPhone users only)
A flexible way to plan is to use post-it notes.
The CAE planning booklet Making it all fit in can be found on the UCA Learning and Teaching web site
ucalearningandteaching.wordpress.com. Go to Quick Links: Time management and planning.
Draft Version 3 January 2017
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GROUP COURSEWORK
Group coursework can be dominated by the majority white or ethnic British students in the group. Those
with language or social difficulties (among them ADHD and Aspergers students) are often marginalised.
The benefits that diversity can bring to the HE experience are therefore lost.
Action.
Ensure each member participates. For example, provide structured activities where each member has a
role and a turn to speak.
A separate guide to managing effective group work will be produced in due course; in the meantime refer
to Levin P. (2005) Successful Teamwork! Maidenhead: Open University Press.

ASSESSMENT
Action.
Create flexible alternative assessments, providing choices that are of equal importance and continue
to meet the same criteria for research, analysis and communication as traditional modes, e.g. blogs,
magazines, television.
Ensure the topics are culturally diverse.
Demonstrate characteristics of good assignments using examples; explain plagiarism.
Traditional modes of assessment unfairly discriminate against SpLD, IS and WP students.
Ensure students know how their work will be assessed.
The purpose of assessment is to assess the learning not that the students can write.

Session Preparation

Resources need to be available before session for pre-reading; student preparation; vocabulary. Students
need an opportunity to compensate for language/listening/attention/working memory difficulties.

Pre-Session
Action.

Be available 15 mins. early and check the room layout and equipment.
Problems related to pre-reading can be resolved then; those leaving early can declare it.
International students can feel self-conscious speaking up in front of peers so may prefer one-to-one and
email contact.

In-Session

Are the teaching methods used appropriate to the needs of all students? Are they varied, active and interactive?
Action.
Open with an overview of your session – most learners need the big picture when learning.
Treat all students equally, fairly and with unconditional respect.
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Offer equality of opportunity so that the needs of all students are addressed.
Address the needs of those with frail working memory when:

n giving instructions (always duplicate spoken instructions by the same instructions written
down and check instructions are understood);

n in discussion (repeat/summarise questions asked and points made);
n in lectures (provide handouts in advance);
n in tutorials (encourage recording);
n in demonstrations (films load up for review later and handouts in advance);
n when giving spoken feedback (provide a written summary and encourage the student to
record the discussion).
Avoid jargon and colloquialisms.
Recognise cultural differences and ensure IS are encouraged to share views and knowledge.
Use/ask for global examples, not just European/UK perspectives.
Ensure presentations, learning materials are inclusive, i.e. use a sans serif font (Verdana, Arial, Tahoma) on
lecture/demonstration notes and PowerPoint presentations (minimum 24pt); ensure PowerPoints have a
good balance of text and images. Ensure images and relevant text are closely connected visually.
Always have soft pastel backgrounds. Avoid using black on white (or white on black) for all materials.
Ensure that only one person is talking in discussions so that all students can follow what is going on.
Avoid asking students to read aloud in class.
Only ask students to read in class if you can fully justify it, e.g. because you want to promote a culture of
reading. Slow readers, readers who need to read several times to extract meaning may find themselves
excluded from the discussions that follow because they did not complete the reading task.
Always duplicate spoken instructions by the same instructions written down and check instructions are
understood.
Ensure tools, equipment, materials and space meet the needs of all students (e.g. wheelchair users, those
with hearing impairments, those on the autism spectrum).
Can the space be easily traversed by a wheelchair user and are their disabled toilets easily available?
Is there a hearing loop installed in the space?
Are new technologies used to further meet the needs of a diverse student body?
Is there anything else that could have been done to the space or learning resources to make them more
inclusive?
Ensure all inclusive measures are made available to all.
If there is a change of time or room arranged, check everyone knows about it. (Unexpected changes
particularly affect those on the autism spectrum.)
Give regular breaks.

Post-Session
Action.

Give 10 mins. question time opportunities for students to ask/clarify discreetly; reflect on session.
International students appear to prefer one-to-one and email contact.
Draft Version 3 January 2017
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A CHECKLIST FOR WRITTEN FEEDBACK
Research (e.g. Lizzio and Wilson, 2008; Poulos and Mahony, 2008; Walker, 2009; Weaver, 2006) suggests
that written feedback comments should be:
Understandable

Is it expressed in a language that students will understand?

Yes/No

Selective

Try to include 2/3 things that the student can improve upon.

Yes/No

Specific

Do your comments relate to specific instances in the student’s submission?

Yes/No

Timely

Are your comments provided in time to improve the next assignment?

Yes/No

Contextualised

Are your comments framed with reference to the unit and the learning
outcomes?

Yes/No

Nonjudgemental

Focused on assessment criteria, marking descriptors?

Yes/No

Balanced

Pointing out the positive as well as areas in need of improvement?

Yes/No

Forward-looking

Do you suggest how students might improve future assignments?

Yes/No

Transferable

Are your comments focused on processes, skills, i.e. not just on knowledge
content?

Yes/No

Personalised

Are your comments specific to the student?

Yes/No

Adapted from:
Nicol, D (2010) ‘From monologue to dialogue: improving written feedback processes in mass higher
education’ In: Assessment and Evaluation in Higher Education 35:5, pp.501-517

USING SPA
Self and Peer Assessment to help students understand assessment principles, practices, and terminology.
Staff at the Assessment Standards Knowledge exchange (ASKe) at Oxford Brookes University promote the
importance of assessment literacy. In their view skills in self and peer assessment help students to:

n appreciate assessment relationship to learning;
n gain a conceptual understanding of assessment;
n understand the nature, meaning and level of criteria and standards.
(Price et al, 2012:10)
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METACOGNITION
Students learn best when they know how to approach learning in a way that works for them. It is
important to encourage students to think about how they learn best and what works for them.
Metacognition: one’s ability to use prior knowledge to plan a strategy for approaching a new learning task,
to take necessary steps to problem solve, to reflect on and evaluate results and modify one’s approach as
needed. It helps learners choose the right cognitive tool for the task and plays a critical role in successful
learning.
Researchers distinguish between metacognitive knowledge and metacognitive regulation (Flavell, 1979,
1987; Schraw & Dennison, 1994). Metacognitive knowledge refers to what individuals know about
themselves as cognitive processors, about different approaches that can be used for learning and problem
solving, and about the demands of a particular learning task.
Metacognitive regulation refers to adjustments individuals make to their processes to help control their
learning, such as planning, information management strategies, comprehension monitoring, de-bugging
strategies, and evaluation of progress and goals.
Individuals who demonstrate a wide variety of metacognitive skills complete work more efficiently—they
use the right tool for the job, and they modify learning strategies as needed, identifying blocks to learning
and changing tools or strategies to ensure goal attainment.
Adapted from:
Metacognition: a Factsheet At: http://www.loudoun.k12.va.us/cms/lib4/VA01000195/Centricity/
Domain/5383/Metacognition%20Fact%20Sheet.pdf
A simple question frame for learning might be:

n What do I need to do?
n What is my best strategy here?
Then

n Did it work well?
n Where else can I use it?
n Does it need modifying?
n If so, how?
How could you support students in developing habits of noting where they have worked effectively and
how they can use those particular skills in other situations? Besides examining their reading strategies, this
may include noting times of day when they are operating efficiently, whether mind maps help them or, say,
they are better using PostIt notes and working physically to create a coherent plan.

Draft Version 3 January 2017
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GENERAL READING STRATEGIES
Ask questions. Look for answers. And all the time think about how new ideas and link with what you already
know.
If the text looks tough, maybe rule lines between paragraphs/draw boxes round sections. Would a
coloured strip down the right hand side help to draw your eyes to the end of each line?
Maybe read the first sentence of each paragraph in a section with an overarching question in mind. If the
first sentence looks promising, maybe consider the second too.
If the book is yours, maybe underline interesting bits in pencil on first reading. You can then go back and
check if the material is useful after all. If it is, highlight it. If the book is not yours, use sticky tags. (Wilko
has very cheap and cheerful ones.)
If there are sections you cannot immediately understand, come back to them later. They will probably
seem clearer when your concept net is stronger. If the sentences are long and complex, maybe see if you
can break them down into two or more smaller sentences.
Read in short bursts if that works best for you. Then get up and shake it all down. What do I now know?
How does it link with my previous understanding? What do I want to know?

Taking charge.

Before taking a book from the library, be clear that the book really will be useful. Consider the title,
the back of the jacket, the contents page, the index, pictures. Any useful charts/diagrams (if you like
such things). Also the date. (If, say, it is 30 years old, in what way might it still be relevant? Or not?)
With Wenger, looking at the jacket, you might wonder what ‘communities of practice’ might mean;
what Wenger might mean by practice (after all, the picture on the early edition in purple seems to
show an office of some kind – and more chatting than anything else.) What would ‘identity’ have to
do with a community of practice? What is the text at the bottom about? (It turns out to be a series
title)
The text on the back has been contributed by some pretty heavy duty authorities on ‘knowledge
production and management’. No academics. How might this be relevant to teacher learning in an
arts institute?
It has been published by Cambridge University Press, which can be trusted.
The index looks like it might be valuable, e.g. there are lots of references to identity, if that is an area
of your interest.
The chapters look user friendly – lots of sections with subtitles within those sections.
The Contents pages look unusual: Prologue? Vignettes? Coda? Claims processing? But there are
evidently good signposts, e.g. Intro to Part I: Practice (pp.43-49), with Structure of Part I (p.49).
If one of your first questions was around the title, the subtitle ‘The concept of practice’ (p.45)
might help here. [It does: in the two small opening paragraphs, Wenger defines what he means by
‘communities of practice’.] ‘Institutional non-participation’ (p.169) looks alarming. What might that
be about? ‘Epilogue: Design’ near the end might catch your attention. ‘A perspective on learning’
(p.225) may be useful?
Pick about before you start so that you have a general sense of the book.
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Introductions.

Introductions are usually valuable and explain the intention of a book and probably its layout. The subtitles
and first sentence of each paragraph appear below from the first part of Wenger’s Introduction: A social
theory of learning (pp.3-11). You may like to explore this.
What might he mean by ‘A social theory of learning’? Could this be your first reading goal?
What does the very first paragraph (‘Our institutions, to the extent that they address issues ….’) mean to
you? Is this true of your institution? Other institutions you know? How might it apply to your teaching
course? Was it perhaps true in the 1990s when the book was published? What links can you make with
your current knowledge? From the way it is written, would you suppose Wenger wants to attack this
position?
What does this subtitle tell you: A conceptual perspective: theory and practice? What is his theory? At the
end of this first part, what have you learned? Do you have his theory?
The next subsection is entitled: Communities of practice are everywhere. Do you need to read any of it?
Perhaps the first sentence or two?
Rethinking learning. How does Wenger propose to rethink learning? What is his focus in rethinking
learning?
The practicality of theory. What questions might you ask about this subsection?
When you’ve finished, it is worth stopping to think: What have I got? Is this enough for now? Or do I want
to check for more detail in any section?
Ask yourself, do I want to make notes at this stage? (If yes, type them directly into a notes file with full
information about pages and the book itself.)
Ask yourself, how well is this method of surveying the Introduction working for me? Do I need to make any
adjustments?
How well will the method work for any chapter you have chosen to consider? Or do you have something
very definite that you want to explore that you might usefully do through the index – identity, perhaps? Do
you need the big picture first so that you can understand Wenger’s position on identity, how it fits into his
overall argument.

POSSIBLE STRATEGIES FOR ONLINE READING
With an article from a learned journal, did you know you could:

n Change the font? (Maybe use Verdana, which is a clean, stretched font)
n Change the font size?
n Change the line spacing?
n Change the screen colour?
n Change the right hand side to unjustify?
n Use a sound program such as ClaroRead?
n Use a free online speed reading tool such as Spreeder or Readsy?
Draft Version 3 January 2017
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Check meaning using free online tool www.grammarly.com? (Click on a word and the definition will appear
in a box; to understand it further, check www.dnamatters.co.uk/resources/#grammarly)
Check pronunciation using free online tool www.howjsay.com?
A program such as Texthelp Read & Write Gold will read to you, highlighting the words. It can help with
pronunciation, meaning and translation; audible text can be sent directly to your media player. It is,
however, expensive.

n Use rewordify.com (free) to simplify difficult text.
With journal articles, did you know that you might:

n Start by asking questions about the title with a view to finding the answers?
n Consider the abstract carefully?
n Check on the key terms in the abstract if you were unsure what they might mean?
n Having considered the abstract carefully, start asking questions and decide on the best
reading strategy to employ?

n First sentence/s of each paragraph and all the final paragraph perhaps?
Then decide what you could usefully read in detail?

n Scan for the answers to questions for which you did not already have answers?
n SQ3R or a strategy like it? (Survey, Question, Read, Recite, Review)
n Read aloud?
n Discuss with other students?
n Take breaks/walk about to digest?
n And if it works best for you to read in quite short bursts – fine. After a burst, maybe get up,
walk about, review in your mind what you’ve read before the next burst.

DEVELOPING A CRITICAL APPROACH TO READING
Useful questions to ask yourself.

.

22

1.

What are the central claims/arguments of the text?

2.

What is the main evidence provided?

3.

How is the evidence substantiated?

4.

Is the substantiation credible?

5.

What assumptions are there behind the ideas/claims/argument?

6.

What are the weaknesses in the threads of the claim?

7.

What are the strengths in the threads of the claim?

8.

Are the claims opposed or validated by other people?
(Price and Skinner: 2007)
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CRITICAL THINKING

Model to Generate Critical Thinking
Description
When?

Who? Where?

What?

Why?

Analysis
Topic / Issue
How?

What next?
So What? What if?

Evaluation

Copyright 2003

The study guide on Critical Thinking can be found at
www.plymouth.ac.uk/learn or by emailing
the team at learn@plymouth.ac.uk
PTO
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What?
Where?
Who?
When?

What is this about?
What is the context / situation?
What is the main point / problem / topic to be explored?
Where does it take place?
Introductory and
background
Who is involved?
information
to
Who is affected?
contextualise
Who might be interested?
problem / topic
When does this occur?
Why this argument / theory / suggestion / solution?

Analysis

Why?
How?

Why not something else?

Exploring the
relationship of
parts to whole

Why did this occur?
Why was that done?
How does one factor affect another?
How do the parts fit into the whole?

How does it work In theory? In practice? / context?

What if?

What if this were wrong?
–
What are the alternatives?
What if there were a problem?

So what?

What if this or that factor were - added?
altered? - removed?
So what am I saying about this? Why?Is it successful / convincing?
So what does this mean?

Possible situations
responses
and alternative

Evaluation

-

What next?

So what is the point / underlying
issue / implication of this? In what
way is this significant?
What can be learnt from it?
What needs doing / considering now?
Is it transferable?
Where else could it be applied (and how)?

Implications
Solutions
Conclusions
Recommendations

Copyright Learning Development, University of Plymouth, 2006

Model to Generate Critical Thinking
LearnHigher is a collaborative partnership between
sixteen HEIs. Plymouth's contribution is in the area
of critical thinking and reflection. For more information
please go to: http://www.learnhigher.ac.uk/
From: https://www.plymouth.ac.uk/uploads/production/document/path/1/1713/Model_To_
Generate_Critical_Thinking.pdf
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MINDFULNESS
‘If I hadn’t done some mindfulness at college yesterday, I couldn’t possibly have rehung my show:
I’d have been a mess‘
RCA student, 24 hours before his private view
‘It taught me some very valuable skills .. I’d lost my self-belief – it rescued me. I felt great. It enabled
me to step back. Feeling of fear purged … You’re fine’
UCA lecturer

Mindfulness is about observation without criticism; being compassionate with yourself. It is a western
translation of a Buddhist meditation that has been around for some 500 years. It has been shown to exert
a powerful influence on one’s health, well-being and happiness … It can successfully tackle ‘anxiety, stress,
exhaustion and even full-blown depression’.

A one-minute meditation.

1. Sit erect in a straight-backed chair. If possible, bring your back a little way from the rear of the
chair so that your spine is self-supporting. Your feet can be flat on the floor. Close your eyes or
lower your gaze.
2. Focus your attention on your breath as it flows in and out of your body. Stay in touch with the
different sensations of each in-breath and each out-breath. Observe the breath without looking for
anything special to happen. There is no need to alter your breathing in any way.
3. After a while your mind may wander. When you notice this, gently bring your attention back
to your breath, without giving yourself a hard time – the act of realising that your mind has
wandered and bringing your attention back without criticising yourself is central to the practice of
mindfulness meditation.
4. Your mind may eventually become calm like a still pond – or it may not. Even if you get a sense
of absolute stillness, it may only be fleeting. If you feel angry or exasperated, notice that this may
be fleeting too. Whatever happens, just allow it to be as it is.
5. After a minute, let your eyes open and take in the room again.
From:
Williams, M. and Penman, D. (2011) Mindfulness: a practical guide to finding peace in a frantic world
London: Piatkus

One PhD student stops to do some mindfulness when she becomes stressed by the writing.
She uses the website:www.shambhala.com/MindfulnessPrescription
(Zylowska, L. (2012) The Mindfulness Prescription for Adult ADHD: an 8-step program for strengthening
attention, managing emotions, and achieving your goals London: Trumpeter)
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Whilst operating from an inclusive perspective means planning for diversity from the outset, you may
find it useful to be better informed about some of the most common learning differences.

SPECIFIC LEARNING DIFFERENCES (SpLD)
I am not the problem. If education pivoted around creativity or practical competencies or social
skills or audio visual skills you’d be setting up learner support units for non-dyslexic people. It is a
cultural choice to link learning so tightly to reading and writing. That’s not my choice. I’m not the
problem.
I am not special. Almost all the changes you make to support me and other dyslexics can leverage
benefits for a wide range of other learners.
.

Alistair McNaught

DYSLEXIA
‘I feel Dyslexia gave me a privilege. It pushed me into being totally visual’
David Bailey, Photographer
Dyslexia is a specific learning difficulty that mainly affects the development of literacy and language related
skills. It is likely to be present at birth and to be life-long in its effects. It is characterised by difficulties
with:

n phonological processing (sounds);
n rapid naming;
n working memory;
n speed of processing information;
n the automatic development of skills that may not match up to an individual’s other cognitive
abilities.
Co-occurring difficulties may be seen in aspects of:

n language;
n motor co-ordination;
n mental calculation;
n concentration;
n personal organization.
26
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But these are not, by themselves, markers of dyslexia.
It tends to be resistant to conventional teaching methods, but its effect can be mitigated by appropriately
specific intervention, including the application of information technology and supportive counselling.
A good indication of the severity and persistence of dyslexic difficulties can be gained by examining how the
individual responds or has responded to well-founded intervention.
In addition to these characteristics, the British Dyslexia Association (BDA) acknowledges the visual and
auditory processing difficulties that some individuals with dyslexia can experience, and points out that
dyslexic readers can show a combination of abilities and difficulties that affect the learning process. Some
also have strengths in other areas, such as design, problem solving, creative and/or interpersonal skills.
Dyslexia can occur despite normal intellectual ability and teaching. It is constitutional in origin, part of one’s
make-up and independent of socio-economic or language background.
Further reading
Cooper, R. (2009) ‘Dyslexia’ in Pollak, D. (ed.) Neurodiversity in Higher Education: positive responses to
specific learning differences Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell pp.63-89
Grant, D. (2010) That’s the Way I Think: dyslexia, dyspraxia and ADHD explained 2nd edn Abingdon: Routledge
Moody, S. (2007) Dyslexia: surviving and succeeding at college Abingdon: Routledge

DEVELOPMENTAL CO-ORDINATION DISORDER (DCD/Dyspraxia)
Developmental Co-ordination Disorder (DCD), also known as Dyspraxia in the UK, is a common disorder
affecting fine or gross motor co-ordination in children and adults. This lifelong condition is formally
recognised by international organisations including the World Health Organisation. DCD is distinct from
other motor disorders such as cerebral palsy and stroke and occurs across the range of intellectual
abilities. Individuals may vary in how their difficulties present; these may change over time depending on
environmental demands and life experience.
An individual’s coordination difficulties may affect participation and functioning of everyday life skills in
education, work and employment. Children may present with difficulties with self-care, writing, typing,
riding a bike and play as well as other educational and recreational activities. In adulthood many of these
difficulties will continue, as well as learning new skills at home, in education and work, such as driving a
car and DIY. There may be a range of co-occurring difficulties which can also have serious negative impacts
on daily life. These include social and emotional difficulties as well as problems with time management,
planning and personal organisation, and these may also affect an adult’s education or employment
experience.
Adults in college and university commonly have the following difficulties in their studies:

n literacy;
n planning and organisational ability;
n working memory;
n speed of working;
n spoken language;
n visual perceptual and spatial skills.
Draft Version 3 January 2017
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Gross motor coordination skills.
Poor balance and rhythm, e.g. bicycle riding or dancing.
Poor posture and muscle tone; clumsy gait and movement.
Poor hand-eye coordination, causing difficulties with bat and ball sports and car driving.

Fine motor skills.
Lack of manual dexterity, and poor manipulative skills, causing problems in many areas such as:

n grooming and dressing;
n housework and cooking;
n DIY and craftwork;
n handwriting and keyboarding.

Speech, language and oral skills.
Continuous and/or repetitive talking.
Difficulty organising content and sequence of language.
Problems with pitch, volume, rate and pronunciation.
Difficulty listening to people; can be tactless and interrupt frequently.
Tendency to take things literally; may listen but not understand.
Difficulty reading non-verbal signals, including tone and pitch of voice.

Perception (i.e. interpretation by the different senses).
Poor visual perception.
Lack of awareness of body position in space, causing tripping, bumping and spilling.
Poor sense of time, speed, distance or weight.
Poor sense of direction and left/right discrimination.
Poor eye-movement e.g. keeping place while reading or looking from TV to magazine.
Learning, thought and memory.
Unfocused and erratic; may become messy and cluttered.
Poor short-term memory; may lose or forget things.
Poor sequencing, causing problems with maths, spelling and copying sounds.
Difficulty following instructions, especially more than one at a time.

Emotion and behaviour. (These are not direct symptoms of dyspraxia, but a reaction to it)
Impulsive and easily frustrated; difficulty working in teams;
Slow to adapt to new or unpredictable situations, often avoiding them;
Tendency to be stressed, depressed or anxious; may have difficulty sleeping;
Prone to low self-esteem, emotional outbursts, phobias, compulsions and addictive behaviour.
Many of these characteristics are not unique to people with dyspraxia, and not even the most severe case
will have all the above characteristics. But adults with dyspraxia will tend to have more than their fair
share of coordination and perceptual difficulties.
35-40% are also dyslexic; 50% also ADHD; only 10% are likely to have no overlap with other specific
learning differences (SpLDs).
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Further reading
Colley, M. (2005) Living with Dyspraxia: a guide for adults with developmental dyspraxia (revised edn)
London: Jessica Kingsley
www.danda.org.uk
Drew, S. (2005) Developmental Coordination Disorders in Adults London: Whurr
Drew, S. (2009) ‘Dyspraxia’ in Pollak, D. (ed.) Neurodiversity in Higher Education: positive responses to
specific learning differences Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, pp.99-124

ATTENTION DEFICIT HYPERACTIVE DISORDER (ADHD)
A chemical problem that undermines the brain’s management system. Around 50% of those with ADHD
may also have dyspraxia; another 50% dyslexia; some will have both.

Characteristics at university:
Inattention/distractibility (though can over-focus).
May involve losing track of time, forgetting appointments or failing to eat; losing track in the middle of a
conversation.
Difficulties with:

n shifting attention, dealing with background noise, listening to lectures, starting essays;
n routine tasks such as scheduling; reading without skipping lines; missing words out in essays
and misspelling.
Organisation and memory problems.
Difficulties with:

n planning, time management and prioritizing, learning from experience, planning ahead;
n forgetting and losing things;
n arriving late and rushed or missing appointments.
Hyperactivity.
May be unable to sit still in lectures and have to leave; fidgeting.
Impulsiveness.
May blurt out things in lectures or seminars;
Need for immediate gratification can lead to addiction problems;
May seek out high-risk situations, chop and change or start in the middle of things.
Secondary impairments.
May have depression, anxiety or other disorders.
Possible strengths:
Creativity, originality, big picture problem-solving skills; high energy can be very productive; risk-taking
tendency may lead to discoveries, hyper-focusing may lead to seeing things others do not; can be very
determined and never give up; resilient and generous; entrepreneurial skills.
From:
Colley, M. (2009) in Pollack, D.(ed) Neurodiversity in Higher Education: positive responses to specific learning
differences Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, pp.169-194
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DYSLEXIA, DYSPRAXIA AND ADHD: THE COMMON GROUND
Weak working memory (WM)
(for verbal information)
Working Memory capacity
linked to level of verbal
reasoning.
SpLDs Working Memory
generally insufficent for their
level of ability.

Student impact

Support

Taking notes in lectures (doing
more than one thing at a time)

n recording
equipment

n miss appointments

Writing essays

n easily distracted

n organising ideas

n good notes
in advance of
lecture

n difficulties copying
notes from OHP
(can’t hold more than
3-4 words) allied with
poor reading skills

n getting whole picture

n misplace things
n forget what they are
saying

n selecting material from books
n structuring sentences

Inspiration/
Mind Genius

n following directions
n not returning books
on time
n general
disorganisation.
Fragility of WM
Limited memory capacity and
inefficient executive function?
(Exec. F. prioritises info
entering WM and controls
direction of attention,
coordinates and integrates
auditory and visual/spatial
memories).
Fragility of thought mainly
verbal but 50% dyspraxics
short-term visual memory
below expectation.

‘logjam’ of ideas as if
brain generating too
many ideas for WM
spaces.

Applies mainly to verbal thought.

SpLD students may feel
a sense of chaos and
transience of ideas.
ADHDs find it harder
to hold ideas. ADHD
speeds up rate at which
ideas enter and leave
both visual and verbal
conscious thinking.

Slow processing speed
Processing speed not in
balance with perceptual
organisation (visual
reasoning). Often well below.

n writing – thinking may be faster
– words get left out/half-written

TextHELP –
proofreading

n proof-reading poor

Dragon
Naturally
Speaking
(speech to text)

n reading – imbalance between
speed of processing and thought
n words misread

Adapted from:
Grant, D. (2010) That’s the Way I Think:
dyslexia, dyspraxia and ADHD explained
(2nd edn) Abingdon, Routledge

n rapid scrolling on computer
monitor
n working under pressure (though
ADHD may work better under
pressure)

n removes
slowness
of writing
and spelling
difficulties.

n may influence styles of drawing.
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DYSCALCULIA
There is no widely accepted definition.
A useful definition for HE is ‘Dyscalculia is an inability to conceptualise numbers, number relationships
(arithmetical facts) and the outcomes of numerical operations (estimating the answer to numerical
problems before actually calculating)’ (Sharma 1997 in Pollak 2009:126).
Estimates of prevalence in children: 3–8%. There are none for HE.
Students may have difficulty with: understanding and using mathematical concepts and relations;
mathematical symbols or digits; mathematical operations.
They may also have difficulties in understanding time, money, direction and more abstract mathematical,
symbolic and graphical representations together with severe mathematical anxiety: ‘the panic,
helplessness, paralysis, and mental disorganization that arise among some people when they are required
to solve a mathematical problem’ (Tobias & Weissbrod 1980 in Pollak 2009:129).

HE issues:
n choice of courses (pattern cutting, e.g., may be extremely stressful); arriving on time for
classes because of difficulties with time and direction; completing work on time because of
difficulty reading timetables/time management;

n financial management leading to debt.
All these may involve high anxiety.
Social: dyscalculiac students may become isolated, avoiding social engagements involving money
(shopping with fellow-students at the weekend, drinks in the bar) and time/place (meeting for coffee).
Work placements and careers may be a source of anxiety.
Dyscalculia Screener At: http://dyscalculia-screener.co.uk/
Adapted from:
Trott, C. (2009) ‘Dyscalculia’ in Pollak, D. (ed.) Neurodiversity in Higher Education: positive responses to
specific learning differences Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell pp.125-148

DYSGRAPHIA
Dysgraphia is defined as a difficulty in automatically remembering and mastering the sequence of muscle
motor movements needed in writing letters or numbers. This difficulty is out of harmony with the person’s
intelligence, regular teaching instruction, and (in most cases) the use of the pencil in non-learning tasks. It
is neurologically based and exists in varying degrees, ranging from mild to moderate. It can be diagnosed,
and it can be overcome if appropriate remedial strategies are taught well and conscientiously carried
out. An adequate remedial programme generally works if applied on a daily basis. In many situations, it is
relatively easy to plan appropriate compensations to be used as needed.
It is a processing problem that causes writing fatigue and interferes with communication in written form.
It usually exists with other symptoms of learning problems, particularly those connected with written
language.
Draft Version 3 January 2017
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Dysgraphic students may mix upper and lower case letters or print in cursive letters. Size of letters may
vary, and some letters may be incomplete.
From: International Dyslexia Association (IDA) https://dyslexiaida.org/

ASPERGERS SYNDROME (AS)
Neurodiversity may be every bit as crucial for the human race as biodiversity is for life in general.
Who can say what form of wiring will prove best at any given moment? Cybernetics and computer
culture, for example, may favor a somewhat autistic cast of mind.
Harvey Blume, Atlantic, 1998
The term Autism Spectrum Disorder covers autism, High Function Autism (HFA) and Aspergers because
there are no boundaries between the three.
Autism is ‘a diverse and mystifying condition’ (National Autism Society), where people live in their own
world and communication is almost impossible. They experience difficulty with imagination, may be
resistant to change, have sensory difficulties or may be hyperactive.
Aspergers people can speak and their spoken language may be normal. They cannot be diagnosed as
having AS if their IQ is less than 70. HFA is a term often used interchangeably with AS, but the National
Autism Society prefer to keep them separate: if an ASD person can speak, they are diagnosed with AS; if
they cannot, they have HFA.
Both AS and HFA include difficulties with motor skills. The three main difficulties for AS students are: social
communication, social interaction, social imagination. There is often an overlap between AS, dyslexia,
dyspraxia, ADHD and epilepsy.
Many students with AS do not want to admit they have a disability.
Social communication.
May have difficulty understanding or generating conversation; may be confused by jokes, metaphor and
sarcasm.
Suggestion: Be clear and concise; give time to process information; give clear feedback.
Social interaction.
May have difficulty with friendships and in understanding what is appropriate behaviour.
Social imagination.
May be imaginative in conventional sense, but difficulties may include:

n imagining outcomes or predicting what will happen next in social situations;
n understanding or interpreting people’s thoughts or feelings.
People with AS may also have a love of routines, special interests, sensory difficulties.
Love of routines.
To make the world less confusing, people with AS may set up rules or rituals which they insist on following.
They often prefer their day to be ordered to a set pattern. Unexpected changes to the timetable may
create anxiety and distress.
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Suggestion: give AS students advance notice of any change to timetable or deadlines; every change needs
marking clearly on the intranet.
Special interests.
People with AS may develop an intense, sometimes obsessive interest in a hobby or collecting.
Sensory difficulties.
All senses may be affected. People with AS may be over or under sensitive to sensory stimulation, e.g.
bright lights, strong smells, loud noises, touch may cause anxiety or pain.
There may also be reduced body awareness; people with AS may bump into objects, have difficulty with
motor tasks, rock or spin to regain balance or deal with stress.
For more information:
See the National Autistic Society website, www.autism.org.uk/asperger
Also see: www.autism-uni.org/bestpractice/ (guides include best practice for senior managers; for HE
lecturers and tutors; for professionals supporting autistic students)

TOURETTE SYNDROME
Tourette Syndrome (TS) indicators include muscular tics, vocal or phonic tics, disinhibited thoughts,
emotional differences including difficulties in emotional regulation, obsessive compulsions and rituals.
Tics, thoughts and compulsions have a habit of occurring when they are least wanted, and purposely trying
to repress them can make the urge become stronger and stronger until a release becomes inevitable.
Tics can be divided into two types:

n Muscular tics - Rapid and repetitive movements of one muscle group, such as eye blinking,
shoulder shrugging, squinting, or facial grimacing, hyperventilating, head nodding, stomach
contracting.

n Vocal tics - Repetitive sounds that can include throat clearing, sniffing, grunting, squeaking,
coughing and words or phrases.
Possible strengths:

n Excellent musical abilities.
n Memory capable of almost ‘total recall’.
n Excellent peripheral perception.
n Laser-like concentration.
People with Tourette Syndrome are not likely to do as well in the education system as neurotypicals and
are less likely to go into higher education.
People with TS are likely to suffer environmental, cultural and economical problems. These problems could
be prejudice from lecturers and other students, unsuitable learning environments and procedures not
tailored for the neurologically diverse.
Collaborate with student:
In many cases the student will approach you and explain about their TS. It is a good idea to formulate a
workable plan which takes into account the needs of the student and the course or module requirements.
Draft Version 3 January 2017
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Attention:
People with TS are likely to have issues with attention in that they attend to everything, including posters,
windows, noises from lights, clocks, heating etc. These people learn most effectively in environments with
few visual and auditory distractions.
Tics:
People with TS often tic when they are in situations that can draw unwanted attention. This is quite
likely to happen in lectures, workshops and seminars. Tourettists have to tic, and should not be asked to
suppress them or to be quiet, as suppression can often result in stronger and more aggressive tics.
Release Time:
Tourettists may want to leave the room if their tics get too intense. Don’t ask them where they are going
as this may cause embarrassment in front of other students. Usually the absence will not be too long.
However, if things get too bad the student may not feel able to return.
Adapted from:
http://www.brainhe.com/staff/methods/TouretteSyndromeEssay.html

MENTAL HEALTH APPS FOR STUDENTS
In 2007, Ronald Barnett noted how rarely students were mentioned in higher education (HE) gatherings
other than in financial or social equity terms. ‘Of the individual student with his or her own challenges
and struggles, we gain little sense.’ (Barnett, 2007:8) Ten years on, it is very different: in particular, reports
on HE students’ mental health abound (e.g. Student Mental Wellbeing in Higher Education (MWBHE),
Understanding Provision for Students with Mental Health Problems and Intensive Support Needs (HEFCE)
and HEPI report 88, The Invisible Problem? Improving Students’ Mental Health). The HEPI report claims
that universities spending the least amount of money on counselling need to increase their funding
threefold.
As part of this growing concern, a number of apps to support students have been developed. One of the
early ones is SAM: Self-Help for Anxiety (IOS and Android, 2013), developed by the University of the West
of England and backed by the university’s Psychology department. The app can be downloaded free from
the NHS Health app Store.
Mindshift (2013) is a CBT-based app for learning to cope with anxiety, which was developed by the
Anxiety Disorders Association of British Columbia. This was recommended by a member of a leading team
specialising in HE technology as perhaps more appropriate for university students than SAM.
A third app (recommended by HEPI) covers health issues generally and includes mental health. Developed
by the University of Bristol’s Health Service (2016), it is signposted as reliable in the HEPI report 88.
Barnett, R. (2007) A Will to Learn Maidenhead: McGraw-Hill
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